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Trim the small fins on both sides near the head Cutting off the fin Cut off fins near the head Trim out the
bones on both sides with a pair of scissors. Trimming the bones on the sides Trim the fins on the sides Cut off
the side flesh that covers the stomach and intestines of the fish. Remove the internal organs. Cutting off side to
remove the internal organ Slit near the head Cut off the head head. The head is no use. I just left it in some
fish. Mt husband likes to chew the head when we fry. Cleaned fish Wash thoroughly. I use turmeric powder
and salt to wash. Dry the fish with paper towels. Marinated fish Let it marinate for 15 to 30 minutes in room
temperature. You can marinate and keep in the freezer for later use. You can taste the seasoning and add them
to your taste. Method In a frying pan add the oil and heat it up. Oil must cover the fish Reduce the heat to
medium. Add the fish one by one with a little space in between. You can fry three fish at a time according to
the size of the wok. Cook for 3 minutes and turn the fish to the other side and fry for 3 minutes. Turn the fish
again and fry for 1 minute on each side. Frying the fish When you fry this fish it splash oil all over and you
may get hurt. So try to use a splash guard. Using a splash guard Splash guard If you use high heat, the fish will
cook fast and the inside will be uncooked. Therefore use low heat and longer cooking time to get evenly
cooked fish. When you consume take care of the tiny bones. Always throw away the middle bone. The fry is
not suitable for children because of the bones. Nutrition data for this recipe Nutrition content is computed by
adding nutrition values of individual ingredients according to the USDA nutrition database. Water shown here
is what is found in the ingredients and not the water added while cooking. This is only an approximation.
Click again to close it.
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Conclusion What is triggerfish? Before learning how to cook the triggerfish, it is only proper that you should
have a better idea about this fish, right? The name triggerfish was derived from the way its two spines work to
protect the fish against predators. The anterior or larger spine is locked by the erection of a smaller spine. The
anterior spine can only be unlocked by depressing the smaller spine. Triggerfishes use their spines to lock
themselves into hiding spots and deter their predators. Triggerfish usually settles in warm waters in depths of
60 to feet. If you happen to live in coastal areas, then it is very likely you have seen, eaten or caught one.
Triggerfish has an excellent taste. It has a very peculiar sweetness that makes it different from other fishes.
Different ways of cooking triggerfish There are plenty of ways of cooking this fish. You can fry, roast, pan
sear and roast it. As you would learn later on, cooking triggerfish is so easy and quick. Frying triggerfish, for
instance, should not take more than 5 minutes. Roasting it, meanwhile, can take around 10 minutes. I
recommend that you grill triggerfish fillets that are about an inch thick so that it would cook faster. It should
not take more than 5 minutes to cook one side of triggerfish when it is grilled. You would know that the fish is
cooked when it releases easily from the grate without tearing. Basing from my experience, a charcoal grill is
the best for triggerfish. The smoke coming from the charcoal grill can penetrate the fish and give off its
delicate flavor. Start by seasoning it with salt and pepper. You can also squeeze lemon juice. Place a pan over
medium to high heat. Pour cooking oil or butter. Once the oil is hot enough, sear the trigger fish on one side. It
only takes about two minutes to cook one side. After that, flip the trigger fish and sear the other side for
another two minutes. You would also know that triggerfish is done when the center of the fish is firm. In
roasting triggerfish, you need to preheat the oven to about degrees Fahrenheit. You will then have to season it
with pepper and salt. You can also chop some herbs like parsley, dill, basil and oregano. I usually sprinkle
these herbs on the fish before roasting it. Position the tray in the middle part of the oven and then roast it.
Deep frying triggerfish fillet is highly recommended because it creates a juicy and tender crust. Moreover,
moisture is retained in the flesh of the fish. The secret to deep frying fish is to preheat the pot up to degrees
Fahrenheit and adding oil. I suggest that you use oil with a high smoking point like soya oil. Of course, you
have to season the trigger fish. You can rely on good ole black pepper and salt combo for this one. The sauce
is equally important. You can make one by stirring up white wine and lemon juice in the same pan where you
fried the fish. Deep frying triggerfish should not last for 3 minutes. Once the fish has been cooked, take them
out of the pan and dry off excess oil with kitchen towels. Melt butter in a pan placed over low heat then add
the fillets. Saute for about 3 minutes with the skin side up. Flip the fish and cook the other side for minutes.
You can then add white wine, lemon juice, garlic and caper in a small skillet, cooking for about 2 minutes and
simmering lightly until the sauce thickens a little. You can then pour this sauce over the sauteed triggerfish.
Conclusion There are plenty of ways to cook triggerfish. Those are two good reasons to look for triggerfish in
your local stores. How did you find this article? Let me hear it from you by writing on the comments section
below.
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Conclusion What is cobia? Cobia is a fish with a bulging lower jaw and flat head. It is colored dark brown
with a white belly. The fish has a dark stripe that stretches from its eye to its tail. It can reach up to 78 inches
in length. Some people compare the flavor of cobia to that of tilapia. One glaring similarity between cobia and
tilapia is that overcooking them can lead to dry and tough meat. Different ways of cooking cobia As I
mentioned earlier, there are many ways to cook cobia. It is up to you how you cook it; depending on the time
that you have and the ingredients you have in hand. Start by preheating the broiler. You can then proceed to
put the fish on the broiler pan. You can season it with salt and pepper, or even cayenne pepper. Broiling one
side of cobia should not take more than five minutes. Turn the cobia and broil the other side for another five
minutes. You would know that the cobia is cooked when it is opaque in color. Once the cobia is done, you can
remove it from the pan. Serve it with lemon wedges as garnish. To absorb excess moisture, pat the fish with
paper towel. You can then sprinkle the fish with salt and pepper. I usually add more salt to the skin side. Heat
a pan over medium-high heat. Add oil then place the cobia in the pan once it is hot. Like in broiling cobia, it
should take around 3 to 5 minutes to cook the fish. You will know that the fish is cooked when the skin is
crisp, and the color has turned white. I usually set it to about degrees Fahrenheit. To prevent the cobia from
sticking, the grates should be covered by olive oil. You can simply season the fish with salt and pepper. Lay it
on the grill and cook it for 5 minutes. Turn the fillets and grill for another five minutes. Start by placing a
skillet over high heat, then putting in 3 tablespoons of olive oil. Add garlic then reduce the heat to medium.
Season the fish with salt, pepper, and oregano. Then place the fish in the pan. The cobia should be ready or
cooked when it is opaque all the way through. However, you would have to spend some time in doing so
because baking cobia would take around 20 to 30 minutes. The wait is worth it, so to speak because you would
end up with a delicious meal. This baked cobia with mushrooms and thyme recipe I am about to share serves
four people. You will need the following ingredients: Ingredients One-fourth cup of extra virgin olive oil Sea
salt A bunch of thyme, finely chopped Four cobia fillets.
Chapter 4 : How To Cook Triggerfish? Five Ways To Cook It - Simply Healthy Family
Simply Healthful Fish (Simply Healthful Series) [David Ricketts, Susan McQuillan] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This lively, affordably priced, full-color cookbook addresses a subject on the mind of every
American cook today: How do I prepare tasty.
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Chapter 6 : About Your Privacy on this Site
Cobia is a fish that you may have never heard before. Sure, it is not as popular as tilapia or salmon but it will soon
become one of the fish of the calendrierdelascience.com means more cobia fishes will be reproduced and it may very
well be one of the top seafood in the next five to 10 years.
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recipes 44 Simple, Healthy Fish Recipes for Crazy-Busy Weeknights Nothing fancy, showy, or meaty here. Just our best
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